1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Stress responses involve a complex suite of behavioural, neuroendocrine, and physiological processes that act to maintain organismal health and homeostasis in the face of unpredictable environmental challenges ([@b0410], [@b0255], [@b0365]). While disagreements over terminology persist ([@b0295], [@b0365]), stress response mechanisms are broadly seen as underlying a process of "achieving stability through change" ([@b0300]) and are vital for dealing with acute environmental challenges. However, these same mechanisms can actually be damaging to fitness when organisms are exposed to stressors repeatedly or for prolonged periods ([@b0045], [@b0120], [@b0225]). Given the expectation of such causal links between stress response and fitness, there has been increasing interest in characterising variation among individuals for both behavioural and neuroendocrine stress response phenotypes (e.g., [@b0090], [@b0215]). Variation among individuals is a prerequisite for selection to occur, and, if such variation also includes a genetic component, then stress response traits have the potential to evolve under natural selection in wild populations ([@b0010], [@b0230]) or be targeted by artificial selection strategies in captive ones ([@b0330], [@b0265]).

Among-individual variation has now been documented in behavioural ([@b0020]) and neuroendocrine ([@b0190], [@b0425]) traits across many taxa. For neuroendocrine traits in particular, a distinction is commonly made between 'baseline' and 'reactivity' phenotypes. The former represents the phenotypic state (e.g. circulating glucocorticoid (GC) level) of an 'unstressed' individual, while the latter is the plastic change in expression (e.g. increase in GC level) when challenged by an acute stressor. Both aspects are likely to vary among individuals within a population ([@b0485]), and their recognition as distinct -- but potentially correlated -- traits allows a more nuanced view of how selection might shape the stress response ([@b0040], [@b0110], [@b0195], [@b0360], [@b0430]). This theoretical and statistical framework can be extended to better understand the fitness consequences of repeated (or prolonged) exposure to stressors. Plasticity is relevant not just to 'reactivity' when challenged by an acute stressor, but also to longer-term changes in phenotypic state. For instance, stress-induced GC release can result in the phenomenon of sensitisation, where the individual enters a state of hyper-responsiveness to the same or novel stimuli ([@b0015]). A more common response to repeated exposure to the same acute stressor, however, is habituation ([@b0280]).

Habituation can be defined as occurring where repeated, or prolonged, application of a stimulus results in a progressively weaker stress response ([@b0435]). Intuitively, habituation to such stressors may offer a route to improved health, particularly if simple behavioural responses (e.g. avoidance of the stressor) are curtailed, which will commonly be the case in captive populations. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal/interrenal (HPA/I) axis is a metabolically costly response system ([@b0255]), and sustained elevation of circulating glucocorticoids (often described as chronic stress) is known to reduce growth, suppress immune function and reproduction, and increase mortality ([@b0025], [@b0210], [@b0275], [@b0400], [@b0500]). As such it should be adaptive for an organism to habituate (via reductions in the magnitude of the HPA/I response) to stressors that are not inherently harmful ([@b0180], [@b0290]). Such a process might be affected or controlled via neural plasticity, the expression of which is likely not only to be affected by the severity and/or duration of a stressor but also to vary among individuals ([@b0105], [@b0135], [@b0250], [@b0415]). If present, variation among individuals in their ability to habituate to a repeated stressor thus represents another form of variable plasticity that could facilitate selection to reduce the deleterious effects of chronic stress in natural and captive populations.

In this study we seek to characterise among-individual variation in stress-related endocrine state and habituation in the Trinidadian guppy, *Poecilia reticulata*. We focus principally on HPI activity and thus cortisol, the major GC in teleost fish ([@b0305]). We also conduct a parallel analysis of 11-ketotestosterone (subsequently 11KT) from the samples collected, given that links between 11KT and stress response have been reported previously in fishes: chronically elevated cortisol can inhibit 11KT synthesis ([@b0100], [@b0095]), and social/isolation stressors have been shown to reduce 11KT while elevating cortisol ([@b0170], [@b0185], [@b0260]). Here we separate both of these target hormones into their 'free' and 'conjugated' fractions for analysis. In the main text we present only results from free hormones, the concentration of which in the water is taken to scale with the 'physiologically active' concentration of hormones in the fish's circulation across the duration of the sampling period ([@b0385]). The free fraction of each measurement therefore provides a 'snapshot' of endocrine state during the sampling event. We refer interested readers to the Appendix A of the [Supplementary Material](#s0110){ref-type="sec"} for information on the conjugated fractions.

Our objectives are to determine not only whether individual fish differ consistently in stress-related endocrine state, but also whether habituation occurs and, if so, whether rates vary among individuals ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Our focus on among-individual differences requires repeated sampling of individuals; since this is not feasible using blood sampling in guppies, we adopt a less invasive, waterborne approach to characterising endocrine state. While this method has been widely validated and used for studies of small fishes (reviewed in [@b0385], [@b0390]), including guppies ([@b0080], [@b0150], [@b0245]), the handling required to transfer the fish into the confined space in which waterborne sampling will be conducted causes cortisol release, complicating attempts to measure baseline GC (e.g., [@b0495]). In the current context, the transfer and sampling is actually advantageous as we use this initial handling and confinement itself as the stressor to which habituation is predicted to occur, and the free fractions enable us to test for changes in endocrine state over these repeated handling and sampling events. For free cortisol we predict that: (i) average levels will decline over repeated handling and sampling events (1 every 48 h, for a total of 4 repeats), consistent with habituation; (ii) there will be variation among individuals around the average response, with individuals differing in both average 'reactive' endocrine state and their rate of habituation with repeated subsequent exposures; and (iii) that there will be a significant correlation among individuals between this average circulating cortisol level and habituation rate (i.e., the intercept-slope correlation), although we do not have a strong prediction for the direction of this relationship. Given a general trend of habituation at the population level, a positive intercept-slope correlation would indicate that individuals with higher average circulating levels habituate at a slower rate, while a negative correlation would indicate that individuals with higher average circulating levels habituate more rapidly. We note that all individuals experience the same sequence and timing of stressors, and so this should not contribute to among-individual variation in endocrine state over the repeated assays. We make no specific predictions about free 11KT levels beyond a general expectation that they will be negatively correlated with free cortisol.Fig. 1Characterising individual variation in habituation. Main panel (A) shows a prediction of how habituation across repeated stressor exposures is expected to affect average levels of cortisol (adapted from [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} of [@b0150]). Inset panels show examples of variation between three individuals from such a population, indicating (B) no consistent differences among individuals, (C) among-individual differences in intercept only (average cortisol levels differ but rate of habituation does not), (D) among-individual differences in both intercept and slope (variation in both average cortisol levels and the rate of habituation). Note that while absolute cortisol levels depicted here do not follow linear (i.e., straight line) reaction norms, this assumption is not made in our analysis. Rather we assume only that a straight line is adequate to describe each individual's deviation from the replicate-specific mean, as is the case in this depiction (E-G; dotted line indicates zero deviation from the population mean).

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Animal husbandry and welfare {#s0015}
---------------------------------

The guppies used in this study were taken from our captive population, descended from wild fish collected in 2008 from the lower Aripo River, Trinidad, and housed at the University of Exeter's Penryn campus. We sampled 32 adult fish (17 females, mass mean = 0.312 g, range = 0.12--0.45; 15 males, mass mean = 0.095 g, range = 0.07--0.12) from a stock tank haphazardly, and tagged each for identification purposes with coloured elastomer injection under mild MS222 sedation. We housed fish in 2 mixed-sex groups of equal size, using separate tanks that shared a common recirculating water supply. All fish were fed to satiation twice daily (0800--1000 h and again at 1600--1800 h) using commercial flake food and live *Artemia nauplii*. The experiment described here was carried out in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 under licence from the Home Office (UK), and with local ethical approval from the University of Exeter.

2.2. Sampling protocol & hormone assay {#s0020}
--------------------------------------

We used a waterborne sampling method ([@b0390]) to obtain 4 repeated measures of hormones from individual fish at 48 h intervals. To control for diel fluctuations in cortisol, we collected all samples between 1200 and 1400 h. In all cases, we first netted an entire group from the housing aquarium quickly using a large net and transferred them to 2 holding tanks for moving to an adjacent quiet room (performed within 20 s of the net first hitting the water). We then transferred fish to individual beakers containing 300 ml of clean water taken from the main supply (which serves as input to the main housing units) for sample collection, placing beakers within cardboard 'chambers' to prevent fish from seeing each other or being disturbed. 1 fish was transferred every 30 s, alternating across holding tanks, such that all fish were in their beakers within 10 min of the initial netting (with maximum 11 net entries into the water). Individual ID was noted during transfer to the beaker, and sampling order retained for use in statistical models to control for effects of both the time between first net entry and transfer to the beaker and the number of net entries into the water. After 60 min in the beaker, we removed each individual by pouring its sample through a clean net into a second beaker (and returned fish to their home tank immediately). At each time point, we also collected 2 'blank' samples from the water supply.

Immediately after sampling, we filtered the water samples (Grade 1 filter paper, Whatman) and then passed them through solid phase C18 extraction columns (Sep-Pak C18 3cc, Waters) that had been primed with 2 × 2 ml HPLC-grade methanol followed by 2 × 2 ml distilled water, keeping the column moist prior to sample extraction. We used high-purity tubing (Tygon 2475, Saint-Gobain) to pass the water samples to the columns, through which they were drawn slowly under vacuum pressure (see [@b0130] for detail). Following extraction, we washed columns with 2 × 2 ml distilled water to purge salts. We then covered both ends of each column with film (Parafilm M, Bemis) and stored them at −20 °C for future analysis. We rinsed all beakers, tubes and funnels with 99% ethanol and distilled water prior to each sampling procedure.

We later shipped the frozen columns on dry ice from the University of Exeter's Penryn campus to the University of Alabama. We thawed each column and purged with 2 × 2 ml distilled water before eluting both free and conjugated (sulphated and glucuronidated) hormones. We used 2 × 2 ml ethyl acetate and 2 × 2 ml HPLC-grade methanol in successive, separate washes to elute free and conjugated hormones respectively ([@b0140]) into separate 13 × 100 mm borosilicate vials. For the free fraction, ethyl acetate was evaporated under nitrogen in a water bath at 37 °C, leaving a hormone residue, which was resuspended in 600 µl of 5% EtOH: 95% EIA kit buffer (the latter supplied with Cayman Chemicals, Inc. EIA kits) and vortexed for 20 min. For the conjugated hormones, methanol was evaporated under nitrogen and the hormone residue was resuspended in 600 µl of 5% EtOH: 95% EIA kit buffer. The resuspended conjugates were then diluted with 8 ml distilled water, re-extracted over primed solid phase C18 extraction columns (Sep-Pak C18 3 cc, Waters) and eluted into 13 × 100 mm borosilicate vials with 2 × 2 ml successive washes of methanol, which was evaporated under nitrogen. We processed these samples further according to previously published protocols with some modification ([@b0075], [@b0380], [@b0395]).

Briefly, 1 ml trifluoroacetic acid \[TFA\]:ethyl acetate (1:100) was added to the hormone residue and incubated overnight in a water bath at 37 °C. The TFA:ethyl acetate was evaporated under nitrogen at 37 °C followed by addition of 0.5 ml 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.5). We vortexed the sample for 5 min, followed by addition of 4 ml diethyl ether and a further 5 min of vortexing. We then allowed samples to sit for approximately 30 min to enable separation of the organic and aqueous phases, and then immersed the samples in a methanol-dry ice bath to freeze the aqueous phase. The organic phase containing the sulphated fraction was poured off into a new 13 × 100 mm borosilicate vial. 10 µl of β-glucuronidase (Sigma Aldrich, Cat No. G-7017) was added to the remaining aqueous phase and incubated overnight in a water bath at 37 °C, followed by the diethyl ether extraction as described above. The organic phase containing the glucuronidated fraction was poured into the same vial as the ether containing the sulphated fraction to produce a sample with total conjugated hormone. Diethyl ether was evaporated under nitrogen in a 37 °C water bath and the hormone residue was resupended in 200 µl of 5% EtOH: 95% EIA kit buffer followed by vortexing for 20 min. We ran assays in strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, and all samples were run in duplicate.

We generated a pooled waterborne hormone extract for males and females separately by combining 20 µl taken from each of the 128 samples. These pools were serially diluted to assess parallelism with the standard curves from the Cayman Chemicals, Inc cortisol and 11KT kits. Two serial dilution curves were run in duplicate for each hormone, and each was parallel to the standard curve (slope comparison test, [@b0505]; Cortisol-1: t~12~ = 0.204, P = 0.84; Cortisol-2: t~12~ = 0.013, P = 0.99; 11KT-1: t~12~ = 0.02, P = 0.98; 11KT-2: t~12~ = 0.005, P = 0.99). We also ran the pooled samples in duplicate at both the beginning and end of each of the four 96-well plates for each hormone (free fraction) to assess intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation. Intra-assay coefficients of variation were 6.9%, 11.5%, 4.9%, and 9.5% for each of the cortisol plates and 7.8%, 3.4%, 2.9%, and 1.6% for each of the 11KT plates; the inter-assay coefficients for cortisol and 11KT were 10.7% and 7.3%, respectively. We generated a separate pool for the conjugated hormone, which was run in duplicate at the beginning and end of an additional four 96-well plates for each hormone (conjugated fraction). Intra-assay coefficients of variation were 4.9%, 7.7%, 6.6% and 5.6% for cortisol and 5.6%, 15.2%, 7.6% and 10.1% for 11KT; the inter-assay coefficients for cortisol and 11KT were 6.5% and 11.3%, respectively.

2.3. Modelling approach and statistical analysis {#s0025}
------------------------------------------------

In what follows we conceptualise habituation as plasticity in endocrine state with respect to repeated stressor exposure. This allows us to test for and characterise among-individual variation in habituation using the well-known 'character state' and 'reaction norm' frameworks for analysing plasticity ([@b0205], [@b0310], [@b0440], [@b0445]). In the reaction norm framework, which we illustrate graphically in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, each individual's endocrine state is modelled as a linear function of sampling repeat number. This allows us to characterise among-individual variation in habituation (i.e. plasticity in endocrine state) using random regression (i.e. random slope) linear mixed effect models. Under the alternative character state approach, endocrine state at each sampling repeat is treated as a distinct (but potentially correlated) sub-trait. When more than 2 such sub-traits exist, the character state approach provides more information than the simple linear formulation of random regression, although this additional flexibility does require the estimation of additional parameters ([@b0355]). Using this approach, positive (within-individual) correlation across observations provides evidence of repeatable variation in endocrine state. If variation in habituation also occurs then this will lead to changes in observed endocrine state variance over sampling repeats, and/or declining (within-individual) correlation with increasing time between observations (such that *r*~1~,~2~ \> *r*~1,3~ \> *r*~1,4~).

The analysis procedure described below was performed separately for both free and conjugated forms of cortisol (log nanograms) and 11-ketotestosterone (log picograms). We present only the results for free hormones below, with results and discussion of conjugated forms available in the [Supplementary Material](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}. All analyses were performed in R version 3.4.1 ([@b0335]), using the package ASreml-R 3.0 ([@b0065]) to test for hypothesised changes in mean endocrine state with repeated samplings, and to characterise variation among-individuals around this mean state. We provide a table describing all models in the [Supplementary Materials (Appendix B)](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}. We used visual representations of model residuals to check that the assumptions of regression modelling were met in all cases. A single measurement of conjugated 11KT was excluded from all relevant analyses as it was far outside the range of all other values, and exerted large influence on the fitted model when included. Note that we control for any effects of sex in the statistical models and also include body mass as a covariate to account for the expected relationship between size and hormone release rates. We do not adjust observed endocrine state for size prior to modelling since this causes problems of interpretation for repeatability estimates. [@b0490] provides a fully worked example of this issue; briefly, if measured endocrine state (x) does not vary among individuals except through a population-level allometric relationship to size (y), a high repeatability of y will nonetheless make x/y repeatable. Data handling and visualisation in R was carried out using the 'tidyverse' packages ([@b0480]). R code for performing the analyses is provided in the [Supplementary Materials (Appendix C)](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}.

### 2.3.1. Habituation effects on mean hormone levels {#s0030}

For each of the endocrine response traits (Cortisol~free~, 11KT~free~, Cortisol~conjugate~, 11KT~conjugate~) in turn, we tested for the hypothesised effects of habituation on hormone levels across repeated assays (model A) by fitting assay repeat (as a categorical variable with levels 1 to 4). We also included sex, and the interaction of sex and assay repeat to account for any sex difference in mean endocrine state or in average habituation. We specified assay repeat as a factor rather than as a continuous predictor to allow maximum flexibility (i.e., to avoid imposing a linear response in the mean). Tank (2-level categorical variable), sampling order (the order transferred from the holding tank to the individual beakers, fitted as a mean-centred linear effect), and body mass were included as further covariates to control for potential sources of variance not relevant to our present hypotheses. We standardised body mass measurements by centring and scaling (subtracting the population mean and dividing by the standard deviation) to improve their interpretability ([@b0175], [@b0370]). We used conditional Wald F-tests to test all fixed effects, and reduced the model by dropping the sex × assay repeat interaction if not significant. For fixed effects inference we use a 'random slopes' model (described below) where possible, which groups repeated measures to avoid pseudoreplication and also allows individuals to vary as a continuous function of stressor exposure, preventing inflation of Type I and Type II errors when estimating population-level effects ([@b0375]). In cases where the random slopes model did not converge, we used a random intercepts model instead.

### 2.3.2. Among-individual variation {#s0035}

First, for each response trait in turn we tested for among-individual variance within the reaction norm framework (models B1-B3). For each response trait we use the simplified fixed effects structure as determined by the model used to test for habituation described above. To test for repeatable differences in average hormone levels (i.e., among-individual variance in reaction norm intercept) across all four repeats, we compared a 'null' model (with no random effects; model B1) to one in which we fit a random effect of individual ID (B2). We then extended the random intercepts model to include among-individual differences in habituation rate (i.e., reaction norm or 'random slopes'), by fitting both a random ID effect and a random interaction of ID with assay repeat number (this time as a continuous covariate), as well as the intercept-slope covariance (model B3). Model B3 is identical to the simplified form of model A. We compared nested models (B2 vs B1, B3 vs B2) using likelihood ratio tests (LRTs), in which we assume that twice the difference in model log-likelihoods conforms to a chi-square distribution where the degrees of freedom are set by the number of additional parameters in the more complex model. When testing the effect of a single variance term, the test statistic distribution is assumed to correspond to a 50:50 mix of chi-squared distributions having 0 and 1 degrees of freedom respectively ([@b0405], [@b0450]).

Second, for each response variable we formulated a multivariate (4-'trait') model to test hypotheses about variance in -- and covariance among -- the four repeat-specific observations (models C1-C3). Rather than using the raw data, we estimated (co)variances conditional on the repeat-specific means as well as on the fixed effects as described above ([@b0220]). We fitted a series of nested models to test hypotheses about the structure of individual variation. Model C1 estimated no covariances, and constrained the repeat-specific variances to be equal. Model C2 allowed the repeat-specific variances to differ, and model C3 extended model C2 by also estimating all covariances. We compare nested models using LRTs as detailed above. Model C2 vs model C1 therefore tests whether phenotypic variance (conditional on fixed effects) changes significantly across repeats (i.e., that the amount of variation among individuals in hormone state changes over the repeated exposures, suggesting variation in habituation), and model C3 vs model C2 tests for the existence of significant within-individual covariance structure (i.e., that some degree of repeatability exists). Model C3 estimates the within-individual covariance-correlation matrix (conditional on fixed effects), which we used as the basis for a parametric bootstrap method (described in [@b0055], [@b0215]) to generate approximate 95% confidence intervals on all parameters. Inspection of these parameters and their associated 95% CIs can also be used to diagnose variation in habituation (again, evidenced by changes in observed endocrine state variance over sampling repeats, and/or declining (within-individual) correlation with increasing time between observations (such that *r*~1~,~2~ \> *r*~1,3~ \> *r*~1,4~)).

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Changes in hormone concentrations following repeated stress exposures {#s0045}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both free cortisol and free 11KT show significant changes in their mean waterborne concentrations (i.e., immediately following transfer-related stress exposure) across the four successive stress exposures. Free cortisol concentration follows a pattern that largely conforms to our expectations of habituation, the mean declining significantly from stress exposures 1 to 2 and remaining stable at 3, although then showing a slight increase at exposure 4 ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}A). Females produce higher levels of cortisol than do males across all repeats. We find no sex differences in habituation rate for free cortisol (sex × stressor number interaction: F~3,\ 63.3~ = 0.63, *P* = 0.60). In contrast, male and female guppies do differ in how their 11KT levels change across repeated assays (sex × stressor number interaction: F~3,\ 65.9~ = 5.11, *P* = 0.003; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}B). Males show fairly stable levels of 11KT across all repeats, while females show increased 11KT after the first assay. Males consistently produce greater levels of 11KT in comparison to females.Fig. 2Variation in free circulating cortisol (log-transformed nanograms per hour) in guppies. Panel (A) shows changes in free cortisol as a function of stressor exposure (here, sampling repeat) separately for each sex; points are predictions from mixed model B3 (with 95% confidence intervals), with raw individual-level data in faint lines. Sex and sample repeat are significant effects, and here we average over other effects. Panel (B) shows predictions for each individual from a random regression model, including effects of sex and sample repeat (coloured by sex; shaded area gives 95% confidence interval around each prediction), and (C) shows individual deviations from the population mean after accounting for all fixed effects (including sex and repeat).Table 1Fixed effect estimates from mixed-effects model A of free circulating (A) cortisol and (B) 11-ketotestosterone levels in individual guppies over four repeated measures.HormoneEffectCoefficient (SE)DFFP(A)Cortisol (free)(Intercept)8.951 (0.116)1,27.38845.0\<0.001Assay 10 (--)3,64.714.2\<0.001Assay 2−0.617 (0.106)Assay 3−0.578 (0.111)Assay 4−0.318 (0.120)Sex (Male)−0.799 (0.168)1,27.537.8\<0.001Body mass−0.120 (0.084)1,27.52.10.164Order−0.014 (0.009)1,100.02.60.115Tank A0 (--)1,27.32.50.129Tank B0.153 (0.098)  (B)11-ketotestosterone (free)(Intercept)1.308 (0.073)1,65.91178.0\<0.001Assay 10 (--)3,65.910.5\<0.001Assay 20.475 (0.088)Assay 30.330 (0.089)Assay 40.436 (0.090)Sex (Male)0.897 (0.115)1,65.971.7\<0.001Assay 1 × Sex0 (--)3,65.95.10.003Assay 2 × Sex−0.402 (0.128)Assay 3 × Sex−0.029 (0.130)Assay 4 × Sex−0.331 (0.131)Body mass0.062 (0.042)1,65.92.20.155Order−0.003 (0.005)1,65.90.30.595Tank A0 (--)1,65.93.10.078Tank B−0.086 (0.049)Fig. 3Variation in free circulating 11-ketotestosterone (log-transformed picograms per hour) in guppies. Points show changes in free 11KT as a function of stressor exposure (sampling repeat) plotted separately for each sex; points are predictions from mixed model B3 (with 95% confidence intervals). We predict on the significant sex x sampling repeat interaction, and average over all other effects. Raw individual-level data is shown in faint lines.

3.2. Reaction norm analyses of among-individual variation {#s0050}
---------------------------------------------------------

LRT comparison of the univariate mixed models with and without a random effect of individual identity provides statistical support for repeatable differences in average free cortisol concentrations across the repeated stress exposures. That said, the adjusted repeatability (i.e., the ratio of among-individual variation to phenotypic variation conditional on fixed effects) for free cortisol is relatively low (B2 vs B1: R = 0.15 SE 0.10, χ^2^~0,1~ = 3.11, *P* = 0.04). Individuals do not show significant differences in their average level of free 11KT (R = 0.03 SE 0.08, χ^2^~0,1~ = 0.14, *P* = 0.36).

Addition of random reaction norm slope terms to the mixed models does not lead to a significantly better model for either free cortisol or free 11KT. For free cortisol, visual inspection of model predictions is certainly suggestive of an improved fit to the observed data ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B,C), though the apparent improvement is not significant (B3 vs B2: χ^2^~2~ = 4.12, *P* = 0.13). Under this random slope model, the correlation between individual intercepts and slopes is strongly positive (such that individuals with higher average levels of cortisol also had a more positive slope), although the standard errors around the estimate are large (*r* = 0.88 SE 0.56). For free 11KT we were unable to detect any estimable variance in random slope (B3 vs B2: χ^2^~2~ = 0, *P* = 1).

3.3. Character state analyses of among-individual variation {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------

For free cortisol, there is a significant change in repeat-specific variances, such that variance increases over successive repeats (model C2 vs C1: χ^2^~3~ = 8.2, *P* = 0.03; [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). This increase in variance over stress exposures suggests individuals may differ in their patterns of habituation. We also found significant within-individual covariance structure between repeats (C3 vs C2: χ^2^~6~ = 14.0, *P* = 0.03), indicative of some repeatable variation among individuals. However, examination of the covariance-correlation matrix ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A) shows that the correlations, though largely positive (5 out of 6) as predicted, are relatively weak (ranging from −0.239 to 0.345). Furthermore, there is no clear pattern of decline in the strength of the correlations as the interval between pairs of exposures increases. For free 11KT, we found no significant changes in repeat-specific variances for (C2 vs C1: χ^2^~3~ = 0.6, *P* = 0.89), and no evidence for significant within-individual covariance structure (C3 vs C2: χ^2^~6~ = 3.1, *P* = 0.62; correlations ranging from −0.184 to 0.197, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B).Fig. 4Change in individual variation in free circulating cortisol over increasing stressor exposures. Variance estimate and 95% confidence intervals (from 5000 bootstrapped replicates) in free cortisol for each sampling repeat, calculated from multivariate mixed model C2. Statistical comparison of the model allowing heterogeneous variances (as shown) to one with assumed homogeneous variance (model C1) shows there is a significant change in the amount of individual variation across repeats.Table 2Covariance-correlation matrix (conditional on fixed effects, based on model C3) for free circulating (A) cortisol, (B) 11KT. Variances are on shaded diagonals, covariances below and correlations above. In parentheses are the 95% confidence intervals on calculated from 5000 bootstrapped replicates.![](fx1.gif)![](fx2.gif)

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

Our results show a striking pattern of change in the mean stress-induced free cortisol concentrations expressed by guppies across repeated stress exposures. This pattern was consistent with our predictions regarding habituation to the sampling protocol stressor following repeated exposure to it, with fish showing significantly higher free cortisol concentrations during the first exposure than during the following three. Free 11KT concentrations also change on average across the repeated stress exposures, most clearly in females which produce relatively low 11KT levels on the first (nominally more stressful) exposure relative to later ones. Our analyses of among-individual variation -- conducted within both random regression and multivariate "character state" frameworks -- also provide clear evidence that individuals differ in their average stress-induced hormone levels across sampling events. While we find some limited support for our final prediction that individuals would also differ in their rates of habituation with regard to stress-induced free cortisol release, statistical evidence is equivocal (potentially due to limited statistical power).

4.1. Habituation in stress-induced free hormone concentrations {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The high levels of (average) free cortisol during the first stress exposure, coupled with the decreased levels during subsequent exposures, are consistent with our prediction that habituation should occur with repeated stressor exposure. The population-level habituation dynamics seen here echo largely those reported previously in guppies ([@b0150]) and other small fish (e.g., [@b0495], [@b0165]). This pattern constitutes a form of plasticity in stress responsiveness that is widely considered adaptive in the context of 'coping' with environmental challenges: while the stress response enables individuals to react appropriately to acute environmental change, habituation may be important to protect against the wear and tear that would arise from continued activation of the HPA/I axis. Less clear, however, is the reason for the apparent increase in the stress-induced free cortisol concentration levels between the third and fourth stress exposures ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). While the average level of free cortisol is still lower during the fourth stress exposure than the first -- indicating that individuals are still habituated to repeated stress exposure -- there is a small increase in the final stress exposure compared to the second and third. This pattern is suggestive of a more complex change in HPA/I axis performance in response to repeated stress exposure than initially envisaged, and could conceivably reflect a number of different physiological changes acting in isolation or concert. For example, while this pattern could reflect an increase in the magnitude of stress-induced cortisol release between exposures 3 and 4 (consistent with some form of attenuation of habituation), it could also arise in part from impacts of habituation on baseline cortisol concentrations prior to stress exposure (if baseline cortisol concentrations rose over the course of habituation, this too could contribute to an increase in the stress-induced cortisol concentrations). Teasing apart the relative contributions of these proximate explanations for the observed pattern would be fruitful prior to speculation on ultimate explanations.

We also find evidence of clear sexual dimorphism in levels of stress-induced free cortisol, with females producing more on average across all repeats. This endocrine sex difference cannot be attributed purely to sex differences in body mass (female guppies being much larger on average than males, and also more variable in size), as a linear effect of body mass was not significant in our model of free cortisol (and there is some overlap in the range of males and females). The sex difference in stress responsive cortisol levels in guppies could therefore reflect different selection pressures acting on the male and female stress response, possibly due to sex differences in life histories, rather than simple associations with body size ([@b0350]). For example, a recent study by [@b0080] showed that female guppies are more sensitive than are males to a combination of stressors across life stages. Sex differences in cortisol (after controlling for body mass) have also been found in zebrafish (*Danio rerio*), although in these cases with higher cortisol found in males relative to females ([@b0145], [@b0340]). [@b0340] note that female zebrafish may have "impaired stress reactivity," although the lack of sex difference in habituation in our study suggests that this is unlikely to be the case in guppies (i.e., both sexes show higher cortisol response to the initial stress exposure relative to later ones). One further possible explanation for the sex difference in free cortisol is that all fish used in this study were sexually mature; sexual maturity can modify the responsiveness of the HPA/I axis in teleost fish, as demonstrated by a study of male rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*; [@b0325]), yet it remains an open question as to whether such effects might be sex-specific. An additional intriguing line of enquiry might stem from our analysis of conjugated cortisol (presented in the [Supplementary Material](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}), which indicates no significant sex differences. Rather, the level of this form of cortisol is predicted largely as a linear function of body mass. This suggests that the sex difference may be restricted to the release rate of free cortisol into the water, rather than some underlying difference in the HPA/I axis. Speculatively, sex differences in free -- but not conjugated -- cortisol could be due to some difference in gill physiology (e.g., chloride cell/Na^+^-K^+^-ATPase activity; [@b0465]) such that female guppies have higher release rates. We note that a previous study that validated the relationship between waterborne and whole body plasma cortisol in guppies used only males ([@b0150]), and thus it is possible that the strength of that correlation is sex-dependent. Indeed, the study of zebrafish by [@b0145] showed sex differences in (mass-controlled) cortisol in terms of its release rate into water, but not in plasma. Further studies are required to determine whether guppies show a similar pattern, and why such a sex difference might exist.

Male guppies in our study have higher free 11KT concentrations than females across all stress exposures, in line with the androgenic role of this hormone ([@b0050]). However, while the cortisol habituation dynamics are remarkably similar between males and females, 11KT shows sex-specific trajectories across repeat stress exposures. Male levels remain stable (on average) while females tend to have a depressed initial response before stabilising at a higher level. While increased cortisol concentrations have been shown to depress circulating 11KT concentrations in other (male) teleost fish (e.g. male *Salmo trutta*, [@b0320]), we see no evidence of a link between the stress-induced concentrations of the two hormones in male guppies. 11KT is important for male mating behaviour in teleosts generally ([@b0050]); given the well-characterised sexual selection through female choice on male guppies ([@b0060], [@b0200], [@b0270]), it seems plausible that a lack of stress-sensitivity reflects strong selection on males to maintain mating behaviours even in the face of high environmental stress. In females, by contrast, the low 11KT concentrations during the first stress exposure relative to the following exposures could indeed be consistent with GC-related inhibition of circulating 11KT concentrations: the strongest cortisol response in the first stress exposure could be depressing 11KT levels to a greater extent than the weaker cortisol responses to the subsequent exposures.

4.2. Individual variation in stress-induced hormone levels and habituation {#s0070}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the population-level evidence of habituation reported above, we also find evidence of consistent differences among individuals in their average stress-induced free cortisol concentrations (after controlling statistically for variation in body size). Whether there are differences among individuals in their rate of habituation to the stressor is less clear. Plotting fitted reaction norms shows that individuals seem to diverge over repeated stress exposures, yet allowing for the existence of individual differences in these habituation gradients did not yield a model of significantly better fit to the data than assuming that all individuals shared the same habituation gradient. Similarly, the character state approach shows that individual variance increases over successive repeats; however, the covariance structure is not consistently positive, suggesting that this is not a simple case of individuals habituating at different rates. That these patterns are suggestive of individual variation in habituation, but without yielding conclusive evidence for it, points to a lack of sufficient power in our study. Mixed effects models -- particularly those with complex random effects structures -- can be data hungry, and it appears likely that a greater number of individuals would need to be assayed in order to demonstrate that there are significant differences among individuals in their rate of habituation to a repeated stressor ([@b0285]). In contrast to the free cortisol results, the strong lack of support for consistent differences among individuals in free 11KT in either the random regression or character state models indicates a lack of among-individual variation in this trait (also seen in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). This absence of (detectable) among-individual variance in 11KT prevented us from attempting to model the correlation between cortisol and 11KT. The preferred approach is to construct a bivariate mixed effects model with both cortisol and 11KT as response traits (see approaches described in [@b0220], and used in an empirical behavioural study in [@b0215]), but without significant variation in one trait then biological interpretation becomes problematic. Similar (but higher-powered) studies are required to shed light upon the causes and consequences of individual variation in endocrine traits, particularly when investigating covariances between multiple traits or individual differences in plasticity across environmental contexts or gradients. While our study focuses on endocrine state over repeated acute stressors, an intriguing further avenue of research might be to investigate the repeatability of both reaction norm intercepts and slopes ([@b0005]) measured over the course of each stressor event. Such an approach would require the ability to measure 'baseline' and reactivity of GCs within each repeat, a challenging task but one that would increase our understanding of the relationships between baseline, the response to acute stress, and habituation ([@b0425]). This approach could be further extended to test hypotheses about among-individual (co)variation suggested by the 'reactive scope' model, where variation in the timing and recovery period of a (repeated) stressor may affect how individuals respond to subsequent experiences ([@b0365]).

One of the main drivers behind the interest in among-individual variation in labile traits is that its presence means there is an opportunity for selection to act on them. Such variation can stem from a variety of different sources, which have been discussed widely in the behavioural literature (e.g., [@b0030], [@b0155], [@b0345]) and are liable to apply to the endocrine stress response as well. For example, previous studies in guppies alone have shown effects on the GC response due to developmental plasticity ([@b0080]) and environmental stressors ([@b0150], [@b0245]). Differences in cortisol among individuals could also stem from social effects. For instance, dominance status within groups can be linked to endocrine state in some species ([@b0115]) although we note that dominance hierarchies are not a particularly salient feature of guppy biology (in contrast to some poeciliids such as swordtails, e.g. [@b0160]). Recent studies of the population used here have shown that stress-related behaviours also respond plastically to environmental change (perceived level of predation risk) but show limited among-individual variation in this plasticity ([@b0215]). We also know that that these behaviours are under some degree of genetic control ([@b0470], [@b0475]), which may or may not be the case for cortisol expression. In fact, some debate exists as to whether hormone levels themselves can be viewed as heritable 'traits' under selection ([@b0195], [@b0510]), but there is certainly increasing evidence of a genetic basis to GC variation ([@b0230], [@b0420]). Links between GC baseline and/or reactivity and individual fitness have also been documented in a number of species ([@b0035], [@b0070], [@b0315], [@b0460], [@b0455]). [@b0485] advocated looking beyond the 'tyranny of the Golden Mean' to embrace individual variation in endocrine systems; this challenge is starting to be taken up, with exciting possibilities for our understanding of the evolution of flexible phenotypes and hormonally mediated suites of traits (discussed further in [@b0090], [@b0190], [@b0195], [@b0430]).

4.3. Conclusions {#s0075}
----------------

As predicted, we find that guppies habituate quickly to repeated exposure to a stressor. We also provide examples of a framework for characterising GC variability and flexibility within and among individuals using both reaction norm and character state approaches. Our results show individual variation in stress-induced cortisol levels, in addition to some limited evidence of individual variation in habituation to the stressor. Such variation provides material for selection to act upon, and could (given underlying genetic variation in habituation rate) enable a population to mount an evolutionary response -- for example, to the deleterious effects of a failure to habituate to repeated or prolonged exposure to a stressor. Given the current lack of consensus around how to diagnose chronic stress in populations ([@b0125]), one fruitful line of future research could be to estimate covariance at the among-individual or genetic level between failure to habituate to repeated exposure to a predictable, homotypic stressor (such as the sampling process itself) and a loss of body mass, changes in behaviour, or even survival. More broadly, our study adds to the burgeoning body of research showing that individuals differ in flexible endocrine traits that are likely to influence fitness. Future challenges include the investigation of whether individual habituation rates are themselves repeatable, and whether genetic links exist between GC variation and other aspects of the phenotype on which selection acts.

Appendices A--C. Supplementary data {#s0110}
===================================

The following are the Supplementary data to this article:Supplementary Data 1Appendix A: Analysis of conjugated fractions of cortisol and 11-ketotestosterone.

Supplementary Data 2Appendix B: Table detailing statistical model specifications.

Supplementary Data 3Appendix C: R code for analyses.
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